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MAESTRO ARTURO TOSCANINI
Conductor New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra

• In the realm of symphonic music the name of Arturo Toscanini
is known and honored in every corner of the civilized world, for
the great Maestro is perhaps the dean of all Symphony Orchestra
conductors. We feel that our years of research in developing the
finest in radio receiving instruments have not been in vain when
one of the world's greatest musicians can say of it-"Never would
I have believed that it was possible to obtain such a marvelous
reproduction." His tribute to the SCOTT ALL W AVE RECEIVER
will always be one of our most treasured possessions.

THE PHILHAR~fO:r'\'"IC-SYl1IpnO!\-Y SOCIETY OF KEWYOR.K

STEINWAY eUILOING, 113 WEST FIFTY-SEVENTH STREET

March 30, 1934.

Mr. E. H. Scott,
4450 RavenswoodAvenueJ
Chicago,Ill.

Dear Mr. Scott:

Last year-! had the pleasure of
listening to one of your receivers in tbe bene of my
friend., Mr. Campannri" in Genova and could not belp
noticing the superb tone of his instrument.

Since installing your latest instru-
ment in mysuite here at the Hotel Astor, I would like
you to lmow I have had manyhours of pleasure from it.
Never ecu Id I have believed that it was possible to
attain such a marvelous reproduction and to you assuredly
belongs the credit of having produced a miracle of per-
fection. Whatsatisfies me really very !IIuchis the
quality of the tone which is mellow, clear, beautiful
and not confused 8S in other recei vera which I have bad
before yours. •

Wishing you the success which you
deserve, I am

Yours very truly,

L__
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Scott Receiver Installations
on Private Yachts-Ocean Liners-Battle Ships

The V. S. S. Idaho, on Which Is Installed Four Scott Allwave Receivers.

One of the most difficult types of radio installations to make is that on
ocean liners, yachts or battleships. All modern boats have a large num-
ber of different kinds of electrical equipment using motors, which unless
very carefully filtered, and kept in perfect condition, create considerable
electrical interference. Added to this is the fact that they are fabricated
principally from steel, and the mass of metal absorbs a large part of the '
radio signal, making it absolutely necessary to employ a receiver that is
extremely sensitive.

The antenna problem is also a difficult one, because the transmitting
antenna is always very large, and the receiving antenna must be kept
away from its vicinity. A radio receiver installed on a ship must have
every part protected against the effects of moisture, as the salt sea air
plays havoc with any part that is not properly protected and impreg-
nated to stand extreme climatic conditions.

The photographs show one or two of the ships on which Scott Radio
Receiver installations have been particularly successful. On the installa-
tion on Mr. W. K. Mellon's yacht, "The Vagabondia," it was necessary
to build a special Teakwood cabinet to match the wood in the salon
where the SCOTT ALLWAVE RECEIVER is installed.

The console on 'Mr. Mandell's yacht, "The Buccaneer," also was built

The Matson Liner "Mariposa."

specially from old English Oak, to match the wood used in the panel-
ing of the Smoking Room.

On the yacht "Buccaneer" a SCOTT ALLWAVE RECEIVER is in-
stalled in the Smoking Room, and from it are run six special lead covered
lines to extra speakers located in the Drawing Room, Dining Room, Mr.
Mandell's private stateroom, the Crew's Quarters and also to the Aft
Deck, and on the Sun Deck. Each of the speakers has a separate volume
control and switch so that the volume can be turned up or down, or
switched off, and either one or all of the speakers can operate at the
same time at full volume, if necessary.

The installation on the liner Mariposa was particularly successful. A
special test was made every night of reception on the Mariposa, on a
voyage between Sydney, Australia and Los Angeles, California. During
this test, a special program transmitted each night from station WBBM
in Chicago was picked up and reported on by cable each night direct
from the liner.

A special 24 page booklet has been prepared which fully describes this
test and gives still more proof of the actual world-wide range of the
SCOTT ALLWAVE RECEIVERS. We will be pleased to send a copy to
anyone interested in a report on this remarkable reception test.

Scott Allwave on "Mariposa."
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Mr. W. K. Mellon's Yacht, the "Vagabondia."

On Uncle Sam's battleships we have made a large number of success-
ful installations. Just a few weeks ago came a report from the U.S.S.
Idaho which said-"Y ou will be pleased to know that the four receivers
installed on board have been flawless in operation"-and the letter fol-
lowed up with what is probably the strongest recommendation of all-
"Please send at your very earliest convenience one more receiver."

Smoking Room on "Buccaneer" with Scott Allwave Receiver.

Mr. Mandell's Stateroom with Remote Speaker in Bookcase.

Some time in the near future we hope to be able to find space for more
photographs showing some of the many interesting installations that
have been made of Scott Receivers on Uncle Sam's battleships. For
many years, where the utmost in performance is demanded, Scott Receiv-
ers are invariably selected. It is truly "the world's finest radio
receiver."

Drawing Room on "Buccaneer" with Remote Speaker.

Aft Deck with Remote Speaker Installed Back of Porthole.
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Letters from Every Part of the World Come to the
Scott Laboratories

UNIQUE STAMP COLLECTION SHOWS INQUIRIES FOR SCOTT ALL-
WAVE HAVE NOW BEEN RECEIVED FROM 167 FOREIGN COUNTRIES

The stamps illustrated on this
page will not interest the veteran
stamp collector, for all are issues in
use at the present time, and interest-
ing only from the standpoint that
they have come to us on letters ad-
dressed to the Scott Laboratory
from various parts of the world.

Some eighteen months ago we
thought it would be interesting to
start a collection of foreign stamps
that were received in our own mail.
Day by day the collection has stead-
ily increased, until now it shows we

'have received inquiries from 167
different foreign countries and have

.so far shipped Scott Receivers to
143 of them.
LETTERSRECEIVED IN EVERY

LANGUAGE
These stamps have come to us on

letters written in every language.
So large has our mail become from
foreign lands, that it requires the
services of two expert translators to
translate the foreign letters into
English, then, after the letter is
written, to transcribe the reply. If a
letter is written in French, it is
answered in French; if in Italian,
the answer goes back in Italian, or
in whatever language the letter may
be written.

So many of our inquiries now
come from countries using French
or Spanish. that all of our literature
must be translated and printed in
French and Spanish, as well as
English. Where orders are received
from countries using languages other
than English, French or Spanish, a
copy of our installation instructions
is typewritten in the native language.

MANY FOREIGN VISITORS
TO LABORATORY

So well known are Scott Receivers
in foreign lands, that hardly a day
passes during which we do not have
a visitor from some foreign coun-
try who, if he does not speak Eng-
lish fluently, is instantly made to
feel at home by one of our staff
who talks to him in his native
tongue.

When the Kahn of Hyderabad,
one of India's greatest rulers and
son of the richest man in the world,
came to Chicago he was a visitor to
the Laboratory on the same day he
arrived here, and a SCOTT ALL-
WAVE is now bringing to him in
his palace in India, programs from
all parts of the world. The Kahn
knew all about SCOTT RECEIV-
ERs before he arrived here, for he
had listened to one frequently in a
friend's palace in Bombay.

SCOTT ALLWAVE RECEIV-
ERs are now in daily use in every
part of the civilized world. Just
glance over the list of countries
shown, and you will be surprised to
find the large number you have
never even heard of before.

There are, at the present time,·
206 countries now issuing their own
postage stamps, and it is interesting
to find that letters from 167 of these
countries have been received at the
Laboratories inquiring about them
DURING THE PAST EIGHTEEN
MONTHS ONLY.

HOW TO SPEND AN INTER-
ESTING HALF HOUR

If you wish to spend an interest-
ing half hour, get out a large map of
the world, and run down the list on
the opposite page, tracing out the
location of the various countries.
In the list I am giving the name of
the country. together with the num-
ber of different stamps which have
been received in our mail from that
country.

The world wide reputation of
SCOTT ALLWAVE RECEIVERS
has been steadily built up in the
years past by their ability to give
regular consistent performance, year
in and year out in all parts of the
world. We have now shipped
SCOTT RECEIVERS to all the
countries shown in bold face type,
while those shown in light type are
countries from which we have not
as yet received orders. Map shows
118 of the 143 countries where Scott
Receivers are now in use.
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MAP SHOWS 118 OF THE 143 COUNTRIES WHERE SCOTT RECEIVERSARE NOW IN USE
Stamps Map Stamps Map Stamps Map Stamps

Country Rec'd Key Country Rec'd Key Country Rec'd Key Country Rec'd
Abyssinia 2 Dutch E. Indies 30 103 Lithuania 4 St. Kitts 3
Afghanistan 2 Dutch Guiana 5 Liberia 4 70 St. Lucia .. .. 2
Alaska 1 Ecuador....... ~.23 85 Libya (It.) ,..... St. Pierre l\liljueHoll 16
Albania 4 Egypt .. ~ 14 50 Luxemburg 2 St. Thomas 2
Algeria 4 66 England 9 24 Madagascar 8 57 St. Vincent .. 3
Angola 22 65 Eritrea. . 7 Madeira (Por.) Salvador .. 18
Argentine 25 79 Estonia 5 Malta 53 Samoa 2
Aruba (DWI) 81 Ethiopia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manchuria (Jap.) 117 Sarawak «(;.1 :.)
Australia 11 101 Falkland JHIv~ 1 Martinique..... .. . .10 Scotland (G.B.) ..
Austria 8 Federated )Iahl~' Stutes 4 107 Mauritius. . . . .. 8 55 Senegal .
Azores 9 18 Fiji Islands 3 Mexico ~.30 2 Seychelles ..
Bahamas 3 6 Finland ~ 6 32 Midway hlauIJ., (LJ.S.). . 100 Siam .
Bahrein IslallllH (U.B.) . 48 Ft·atwe. . . .. 23 34 Monaco 4 Sicily (H.) ..
Balearic Islands (Sp.).. 54 Fr. Morocco ~.... 11 69 Mozambique .. 25 60 Sierra Leon-
Barbados " ,. 5 15 Fr. Oceanica ~.. 7 Netherlands .. 17 26 Slngapore (Br.)
Eechuanaland 3 Fr. 'Vest Indies.. 2 14 New Caledonia .. 4 99 Spain, .. , , . . . .. . .... 27
Belgium 19 25 German~·. . . . . . .. ~~.13 31 Newfoundland 14 16 Sp. Morocco 5
Belglan Congo 13 62 Gibraltar. . . 5 68 New Guinea .12 102 S. Rhodesia 6
Bermuda ~ .. 5 11 Gold Coast. ~ ~. 4 Nicaragua . .. 19 89 Society Islds (Fr.) .
Bolivia . 10 78 Greece. . . .. ~ 14 45 New Zealand 9 97 Sudan. . .. . . . . .. 4
Brazil . .. 50 73 Grenada. . . . . 3 Nigeria 4 64 Sumatra {Dtf.)
British Guiana 9 74 Guadalupe lslamls 5 No. Rhodesia 3 58 Sweden.... . .. . .12
Br. Honduras 6 90 Guam (U.S.) 115 Norway. . . . . 9 28 Switzerland... 19
Br. North Borru-u 3 104 Guatemala.... .. .. 15 93 Nyasaland Protcct.ora te . 4 Syria......... ..14
Er. Solomon 1. 1 Haiti ,..... . .. 15 7 Palestine.. " , , .. 7 Tahiti (Fr.) , .
Bulgaria 8 39 Hawaii (U.S.) 98 Panama 13 87 Tanganyilm 7
Burma (G.B.) . . . 111 Honduras. , . . . . 18 92 Paraguay ~ 7 76 Timor, . ,. . . 1
Canada . 25 3 Hong Kong .. 6 113 Persia. . . . . . . .. 11 43 Tonga. . . . . . . . 1
Canal Zone . .. 14 86 Hungary, . . . . .. 6 Peru . .29 83 Trinidad. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7
Canary Islands (Sp.)... 71 Iceland. . . . . . .. 4 19 Philippines 12 108 Tunisia 9

CCle~llon,." 287 8470 Irido C'I': . . . .. .i69 14049 Poland. . . . . . .. 12 36 Tutuila (I.r.S.) .
II e n 0 uua. . . . . . . . Porto Rico .. 10 Turkey. . . . . . . . . .. 20

China 36 114 Iraq........ . 6 P t I
Colombia 26 84 Italian Somulliuud 2 51 or uga . . . . 21 20 Turks IsIs. .. .. ~ 1
Cook Islands....... .. 1 95 Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37 41 Portuguese J udin 3 Union S. Africa 21
Costa Rica 16 88 Irish Free Stat<•.... ~.. 7 21 Portuguese S. Ohlua .. 13 112 Uruguay 22
Cuba 21 4 Isle of Pines....... .. 2 Reunion 2 Uturoa (F'r.) .
Curacao . 13 82 Jamaica 10 5 Rhodes Tsla nd 2 Vatican City 2
Cyprus . .. 2 49 Japan.. . . . . . .12 116 Roumania. ~ 10 40 Venezuela 31
Czeehoslovaklu 11 35 Jugosla"da 10 38 Russia . . 2 118 Virgin Is .
Denmark 5 29 Kenya ColollJ 6 56 St. Croix (G.B.)........ Zanzibar .. ~ 2
Dominican RCII •...... 27 8 Latvia 6 33 St. Johns (Er.). . . . Zululand (G.D.) .

l\'OTE-Scott Receivers 1l0Win use ill aU countries printed ill "old face type.

Map
Key

17

9
91
96

23
4 72
1

~.. 14 110
52

..... 5
106
22
67
61

165
30
37
46
94
59

13

42

63
77

75
12
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Scott Owners In 143 Foreign
Countries Enjoy World Wide Reception

Reception in a country like the United States with such a
large number of powerful broadcast stations, is comparatively
easy compared to reception in many foreign countries. Lim-
ited space allows us to show only a few of the many hundreds
of enthusiastic letters received, but we have prepared a special

booklet of 16 pages of letters showing the kind of reception
SCOTT RECEIVERS are giving their owners in every part
of the civilized world. We will be very glad to send a copy
of this to you on request. When writing ask for the booklet
"Performance in Every Part of the World."

INDIA
"Your receiver came during the Christmas

holidays and I enjoyed some of the finest eve-
nings I ever had. My bungalow is now the
rendezvous of all Pondichery who love music
and they go home very late, or rather early in
the morning, with cries of 'Wonderful,' 'Mar-
velous,' 'I thought it was never possible,' etc.
To be far away from home in a place like this
where entertainment is nil, is a sacrifice of many
things which make life worth living. But since
I have your receiver all is changed as I can
hear Europe every night and finest music just
as if I were there."-Marius Ehny, Pondichery,
India.

CEYLON
"The appearance of the set is simply won-

derful, too good for words, and the tone qual-
ity is splendid. All who listened to the set are
unanimous in their praises. London stations-
GSE, GSB, GSC, GSF-were all so loud that
my friends would not believe it was a foreign
station and most of all-London. This could
easily be heard for about 150 yards. I have
also received Moscow, DJC and innumerable
other stations which I have not identified yet.
Sydney came in very well. Selectivity is the
last word on the SCOTT. Speech and music
cannot be expressed in words."-T. Bruce Col-
lette, Colombo, Ceylon.

CHINA

PROF. GUALDI, HONG KONG, CHINA

"I take this occasion to inform you of what
great pleasure I have derived from my new
Scott Radio set.

"It is indeed the best set I ever heard. Be-
ing a professional musician myself I am in a
position to better appreciate the tone qualities
of the instrument.

"Your set enabled me to get in touch with
the European musical world. After ten years'
absence from Europe, you may easily realize
what this meant to me.

"All of the European short wave stations of
importance and also most of the American ones
are heard at loud speaker volume. During the
Winter we were able to register in an hour's
time 43 European stations."-Prof. Gualdi,
Hongkong, China.

FRANCE
"The set was installed at my home last week

and is performing beautifully. As a professional
musician I naturally appreciate first of all the
exceptionally good tone quality you have incor-
porated in the SCOTT ALLWAVE which
makes it a faultless musical instrument. As
concerns the other technical aspects of its per-
formance, they are truly remarkable. I am
able to pick up and separate almost every sta-
tion on the broadcast band. On the short waves
I have had excellent results. W3XL also comes
in with a 'bang' whenever that station is on the
air."- J. M. Robinault, Paris, France.

ARGENTINA

SENOR PABLO VENDEMIATI
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

"I am very well satisfied with the good re-
ception obtained with your SCOTT ALL-
WAVE RECEIVER. I have tried many re-
ceivers before but none of them could be
listened to on short waves as I have a difficult
place for radio reception.

"However, on the short waves on my
SCOTT I heard in the afternoon with good
volume stations from Germany, London, Spain,
W3XAL at Boundbrook, New Jersey, and
a large number of the radio amateur stations
situated in Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay, Brazil,
Rio de Janeiro, Lima, Ecuador, etc.-all heard
with good loud speaker volume.

"When I went abroad I had not received
the set and you can imagine how happy I felt
when I saw not only its fine appearance that
is marvelous, but its unequalled reception. Dur-
ing my trip I visited England, France, Spain,
Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland and
Austria, and I can tell you that I have never
seen a set like yours nor heard anything that
can be compared to the fine tone quality you
possess in your receiver."-Pablo Vendemiati,
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

ITALY
"I have been using your set for ten days and

I am not only fully satisfied but I wish to
congratulate you for having designed such a
splendidly satisfactory set. I have owned many
receivers (even of the latest type and consid-
ered of the best) but none has given me the
same satisfaction as yours, and I am glad to
own one. It is a receiver which stands out
above all others from every point of view and
in every respect. I have succeeded in hearing
Rio de Janeiro, which I have never been able
to do with any other receiver. Its reproductive
quality is special, as I realized immediately. It
would be useless to mention all its other quali-
ties which you already know, and I may say
in conclusion that the SCOTT ALLWAVE
clearly stands out among all the receivers I
have owned and heard. This is also the opinion
of the various technicians who have heard it."
-Frosco Morandi, Florence, Italy.

ENGLAND
"We feel that we must congratulate you on

the new SCOTT ALLWAVE RECEIVER. It
is really a pleasure to operate, and the appear-
ance of the receiver is very pleasing. The
accuracy of calibration on the short waves is
almost uncanny and, of course, the shadow
tuning is almost perfect."-T. A. Wilen, Lon-
don, England.

URUGUAY

MARCIAL FRANQUIZ,
MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY

"The results we have obtained from the
SCOTT ALLWAVE RECEIVER are unsur-
passable. As soon as we received it and had it
installed in accordance with your instructions,
it operated at once in perfect condition. This
receiver gives extraordinary performance both
on long and short waves. Aside from its great
selectivity, it has tremendous volume and per-
fect tone. In regard to reception on short
waves, we have tuned in perfectly Spain, Italy,
Switzerland, France, England, Holland, Austra-
lia and a great many U. S. stations. We take
this opportunity to congratulate you for this
marvelous SCOTT ALLWAVE RECEIVER."
-Marcial Franquiz, Montevideo, Uruguay.
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Rudy Vallee and His Connecticut Yankees
Enjoy Reception from Scott Receivers.

Last April a wire came thru
from one of our most enthusi-
astic Scott Owners in New York,
Ted Busing, informing us that
Rudy Vallee had heard his Scott
Receiver and was interested in
purchasing one for his summer
home up in Maine.

The wire arrived at the Labo-
ratory while I was in New York
waiting to sail for Europe on the
S. S. Europa. In Chicago they
thought I would have a few
hours to spare before sailing, so
wired the information on to me.
A phone call thru to Ted gave
me the information that Rudy
was playing at the Paradise in
New York City, and arranged
for me to run up and visit him
between shows, with the result
I left with an order for a Westerly Grande Model, to be shipped
to his Summer home up in Maine.

This was the first time I had had the pleasure of meeting
Mr. Vallee, and I could not help thinking, while I was talking
to him, that the world really knows very little about many of
the prominent people whose names are household words to
them. I am sure that everyone of my readers would enjoy
meeting this very likable, human personality.

The life of a band leader and his men is a strenuous one, for
their work before the public is only a small part of the long
hours they put in every day, for they must be continuously
rehearsing new music, arranging their programs, and when on
a tour traveling all day, then playing all night. If you think
it is an easy life, you should try it some time!

So whenever the opportunity
occurs, not only does Rudy him-
self, but his whole band runs up -0:.:

for a few days to the pleasant
Summer home he has built on
the shores of a wooded lake in
Maine, and enjoy some rest and
relaxation.

All around the lodge are the
Maine woods, and from the
front porch one looks over a
beautiful lake. When the
weather is fine, swimming and
boating occupy the time; when
the weather is not so good, how-
ever, the recreation room shown
above is the most popular spot,
and it is here that he has in-
stalled the new SCOTT ALL-
WAVE.

Just a few weeks ago Rudy
and his Connecticut Yankees played a week's engagement at
a Chicago Theatre, and during this time we had the pleasure
of a visit from him at our Laboratory, with the result that he
purchased another receiver, the Warwick Grande, complete
with Automatic Ten Record Changer and Recording Equip-
ment which is now installed in his New York apartment.

I believe the finest testimonial anyone can receive for his
product, is another order for it. Not only has Rudy purchased
two Scott Receivers for himself, but already has so enthusiasti-
cally recommended them to his friends, that there are now four
of them proud possessors of Scott Receivers. There is no
keener critic of radio receiver performance than Rudy Vallee,
and his selection of a Scott as his personal receiver, is just an-
other proof of its outstanding position in the radio field.

Game and Recreation Room in Rudy Vallee's Summer Home,

Mr. Vallee's Hunting Lodge and Summer Home. The Boathouse for Speed and Fishing Boats.
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A Two Year Foreign Reception Report On
A Scott Allwave Receiver

We were very glad to have had the World's Fair
here in Chicago last year, if for no other reason than
it gave us the pleasure of visits from hundreds of
SCOTT Owners from all parts of the country. Last
month we had a visit from a particularly enthusiastic
owner, Mr. F. L. Stitzinger of Erie, Pennsylvania.

III Under his arm Mr. Stitzinger carried three large
Toose leaf books in which he had neatly pasted the
veritj,cations of 1651 programs, from 98 foreign sta-
tions, in 34 different foreign countries he has re-
ceived on his SCOTT ALL W AVE RECEIVER
during the two years he has owned it. To obtain
these verifications, Mr. Stitzinger sent to each of the
stations a detailed log of the programs he listened to.

This list of verifications proves that he has listened
during the past two years, from his home in Erie,

Mr. F. L. Stihinger,
Penn.

Pa., to foreign broadcast stations in nearly every
country of the world that has a short wave trans-
mitter, and provides conclusive proof that SCOTT
ALL WAVE RECEIVERS actually give their owners
regular world-wide reception, not just now and again,
but practically every day in the year. And what is
still more interesting, these verifications prove our
claim that SCOTT ALLWAVE RECEIVERS HAVE
BEEN GIVING THEIR OWNERS THIS KIND OF
RECEPTION FOR SEVERAL YEARS.

Mr. Stitzinger has kindly allowed us, not only to
tabulate his reception reports, but has left with us
for a few weeks his very valuable and interesting
books of verifications, and we will be glad to show
these to anyone interested in looking them over.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND STATIONS FROM WHICH PROGRAMS
WERE RECEIVED AND VERIFIED BY MR. STITZINGER

1651
98
34

Station
L.R4
LSN
LSX

Station
VK3ME
VK2ME

Station
OPM

Station
VRT

Station
CP5

Station
PRA3

Station
ORK

Station
VE9GW
VE9HX
CHNS
VE9DR
VE9DN
VE9BJ
VE9JR

Station
HKA
HJIABB
HKF
HKM
HJ2ABA
HJ3ABD
HJ5ABD
HKT
HKO
HKE
HJ4ABE

Station
TI4NRH

Station
CMCI
COC
CMB2

Station
OXY

ARGENTINE
Location

Buenos Aires .
Buenos Aires .
Buenos Aires .

Total Number of Foreign Programs Verified.
Total Number of Foreign Stations Heard.
Total Number of Foreign Countries Heard ..

ECUADOR
Location

Guayquil .
Quito .
Riobamba .

Times Verified
I

17
21

AUSTRALIA
Location Times Verified

Melbourne 47
S~=y 26
BELGIAN CONGO
Location Times Verified

Leopoldville 4
BERMUDA

Location Times Verified
Hamilton 31

BOLIVIA
Location Times Verified

La Paz .
BRAZIL

Location Times Verified'
Rio de Janeiro .

BELGIUM
Location

Brus sels ...
Times Verified

2

Times Verified
I
1
I
1

. .... I
I
I

Times Verified
131

5
109
50
I
1
I
4

20
3
3

Times Verified
9

Times Verified
24
I
1

Times Verified
42

Station
HC2RL
HCJB
PRADO

Times Verified
2
7

25

Station
GSH
GSG
GSF
GSE
GSD
GSC
GSB
GSA
GBS
GBW
GDS
G6RX
GCB
GBS
GBU
GCW
GBB

ENGLAND
Location

London
London
London
London .
London .
London .
London .
London
London
London
London
London
London
London
Rugby ...
London ..
Rugby ....

FEDERATED MALAY STATES
Location Times Verified

Kuala Lumpur .. . . . . . . . . . . I
Station
ZGE

Station
DJB
DJD
DJA
DJC
DIQ
DAN
DGK
DENNE

Station
KKP

Station
PHI

Station
F31CD

Station
HVJ
2RO
IRM

Times Verified
I
I
1
I
1
1
I
1
I

. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 33
1
I

.•......•. ..... . 2
15

........ ... ..... 26
1
3

FRANCE
Location

HAWAII
Location
Kauhuhu

Times Verified

. ..... 390

Times Verified
.. . .. 46

Times Verified
2

HOLLAND
Location
Huizen .

INDO-CHINA
Location

Saigon .

ITALY
Location

Vatican
Rome
Rome

E. H. SCOTT
4450 RAVENSWOOD AVENUE

RADIO LABORATORIES, Inc.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

CANADA
Location

BowmanvilIe, Onto
Halifax, N . .S .
Halifax, N. S .
Montreal, Quebec .
Montreal. Quebec ..
St. John's, N. B .
Winnipeg, Manitoba .

COLOMBIA
Location

BarranquiIla
Barranquilla ...
Bogota
Bogota . ..
Bogota .
Bogota ........•....
Cali .
Manzilas
MediIlin .
Medillin .
Medillin .. . .

COSTA RICA
Location
Heredia .

CUBA
Location
Havana ..
Havana ..
Havana .....

DENMARK
Location

Skamlebark ....

Times Verified
37

Times Verified
2

63
1

Station
JIAA

Station
PLY
PKIWK

Station
YQ7LO

Station
XAM
XETE
XEB

Station
CNR
RABAT

Station
OCM

Station
CTICT
CTIAA

Station
HIX
HIZ
HIlA

Station
RV59
REN
RNE

Station
EAQ

Station
HBL
HBP
HBJ

Station
CWG

Station
YVIBC
YVQ
YV3BC
YV5BMO
YVIIBMO
YV4BSG

REPUBLIC
Location
Santo Domingo ....
Santo Domingo
Santo de Los Caba.Ieros ..

RUSSIA
Location
Moscow ..
Moscow ..
Moscow ..

SPAIN
Location
Madrid

SWITZERLAND
Location
Geneva
Geneva
Geneva

JAPAN
Location

Kemikawa-Cho
JAVA

Location
Bandeong
Bandeong
KENYA COLONY
Location

Nairobi .
MEXICO

Location
Mexico City ....
Mexico City ..
Mexico City

MOROCCO
Location
Rabat .
Rabat .

PERU
Location
Lima

PORTUGAL
Location
Lisboa
Lisboa

URUGUAY
Location
Montevideo

VENEZUELA
Location
Caracas
Maracay .
Caracas .
Caracas
Maracaibo
Caracas ...

Times Verified
. . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Times Verified
II
I

Times Verified
1

Times Verified
1
I
I

Times Verified
2

17

Times Verified
I

Times Verified
. . . . . . . . . . . 1

14
DOMINICA

Times Verified
2
1
1

Times Verified
2
1
2

Times Verified8;;

Times Verified
1
I
1

Times Verified
........... I

Times Verified
4
I
2
I

91
I

Station
RADIO

COLONIALParis ...

GERMANY
Location Times Verified
Berlin 54
Berlin 1
Berlin 102
Berlin I
Berlin 6
Norddeich 4
Berlin . I
Berlin I


